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very often, your scenery addons include beautiful towns and cities, but have very empty exterior
areas, which we all know can be an issue. this causes people to fly to the airport which we all know is
bad since we lose time and money. so if your scenery addons can show you the empty areas such as
the terrain outside of the cities, and populate them with the cities, you have a massive advantage.

the 3d objects are some of the best i have seen in the whole fsx series, this being my fourth version.
the objects in this add on have detailed textures and in some parts even 3d model elements that

mimic the photo realism of the city. therefore this scenery really has some of the best scenery that
the residents of brazil have a chance to see on a regular basis. i absolutely loved the scenery, it was
very well researched and came with a powerful pro view. it is my favorite city scenery in the whole of
x-plane and for the most part i feel that it should be one of your favourites as well since you will have

a chance to land in the city, fly around and to the airport and to the city at which you will be
touching down in this product. overall, i would say that paulistano is one of the nicest locations

available for x-plane. it would take a long time to give even a glimpse of this scenery for one of the
many reasons why the scenery is great. this is one of the few cities in the world that really captures
the element of true brazil and its people. so if you have not been to brazil, you can imagine that its

very diverse, and this scenery is a good example of that.
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i'll start by saying that the scenery was 3d load
tested by ryan mercer who is a consultant at

flightgear, a flight simulator free and
opensource software which was used to create
this scenery. in fact it was flightgear that was
used to export fsx's scenery to x-plane 11 and
this scenery was the result of one of the later
flights tests at flightgear. if you like big cities
then it's the place to be. this is probably the

best looking big city scenery pack for fsx i have
seen that really brings to life an object that is so
much of a part of the culture, its people and life
of brazil. the choice of terrain is attractive and
can be flown. you can even fly in the sao paulo
suburbs to a gso (grunow air services) airport in
guarulhos which is in the south of the city. after
speaking to ryan mercer and going through the
3d load tests and the real world photos that he

has i must say he is very good at creating
realistic cityscapes with the fsx brazil mega

pack and i am delighted with how the scenery
was presented for the public and especially the

community of simmers. the fsx brazil mega pack
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v4 is in the process of being submitted to
microsoft and once it goes official then it will be

able to be pre-ordered from his website. if
you're a flight simulator fan then you know that

we like to do a lot of updates for our scenery
packages and after creating a new one in x-

plane it is always a good to move it into a new
branch to test and refine it to make it the best it
can be. as for the airport, as you can imagine, i

made a special effort in the graphical user
interface in order to make the best possible
impression for this scenery addon. the wide

airports approach, and the ambience fit
perfectly to the theme of the addon and the

logo of the ministry of civil aviation of brazilian,
so this is the type of scenery that conveys the
impression of the reality of a work of art in a

realistic and simple way. that is why, i spent a
lot of time in the graphical interface, but even in

that, it was very difficult to choose the colors
that best match with all the lights and the

characteristics of the 3d scenes, as well as using
the materials that perfectly match for each

scene of the addon. 5ec8ef588b
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